HYGROMASTER TENDENCY®

FOR YOUR WINE CELLAR

A trusty addition to the WineMaster® air conditioner, the
Hygromaster® is the ideal way to give a wine cellar all the
humidity it needs. Winemaster® air conditioners maintain hygrometry in an optimal way, promoting good wine conservation,
but a lack of humidity, which can vary depending on the region,
season, and weather, can alter it.

Humidifying capacity
18.2 g of water /
hour at 12 º C

Quiet

Respectful of the
environment

Ideal weather
conditions for your
wine conservation

HYGROMASTER
HUMIDIFIER

®

HYGROMASTER

®

This device should be used along with the cellar air conditioner
■ Sober, discreet design in a neutral color pallet: grey
■ Works easily and features just one operation setting
■ Easy to install with just one integrated plug
■ Delivered with a 20L water tank that is ready to be linked up
■ This device is adapted to a cellar with a maximum volume of
100 cubic meters*.
■ 2 year guarantee

Text and photo are not contractual

Stop/start switch
The hygromaster® filling up with water, the
lid is shut during this phase.
Sector connection

Humidity instructions settings

■ In winter, activate the HYGROMASTER® in humidifying position (I).
■ Ensure you check and fill the reservoir’s water level regulary
(use demineralized water).
■ During the summer, cut the humidifier in order not to disturb cold
production and generate excessive amounts of condensates.

REFERENCE

HYGROMASTER®

Electrical supply

230-240 V - 50Hz
0,2 A

Intensity used for humidification

18,2g water/h at 12°C*

Humidification capacity*
Dimensions

W.258 x H.140 x D.166 mm

Power used for humidification

45 W

Length of the power cable

1,5 m

*With an insulation adapted to the temperature et the volume of the cellar.
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